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67th EXCOM meeting and 20th General Assembly of APRACA on
10-11 November 2016

The 67th APRACA Executive Committee (EXCOM)
meeting was convened at the Hotel Yak & Yeti of
Kathmandu, Nepal on 10 November 2016. The meeting
was attended by delegates from 15 EXCOM member
institutions of APRACA including the Ex-Officio member
and 37 observers from APRACA member institutions
as well as staff members of the APRACA General
Secretariat, APRACA-CENTRAB and APRACA
Consultancy Services. Mr. Shiba Raj Shrestha, Deputy
Governor of Nepal Rastra Bank inaugurated the meeting
and congratulated all the Executive Committee
members for their participation in the meeting and
assured that NRB will continue to support the APRACA
programme and would like to participate in exploring
emerging areas of interest of the member institutions
and serve the Asia-Pacific Region as the center of
excellence.

Mr. S.K. Sur Chouwdhury, Deputy Governor, Bangladesh
Bank and APRACA Chairman welcomed all the EXCOM
members and observers and congratulated them for
attending the meeting even though they have many
engagements in their own organizations which he said
indicates the level of commitments from the APRACA

Members of the APRACA Executive Committee during  the 67th EXCOM Meeting held in Kathmandu, Nepal on 10 November 2016
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member institutions. The EXCOM discussed at length on
12 important Agenda items which was put forward by
the APRACA Secretariat. This includes progress report of
APRACA in terms of its operation and financials for the
last one year, implementation of APRACA Strategic Plan
2013-2018, APRACA Secretariat Reform Programme,
Selection of APRACA Secretary General and election the
Chairman, the Vice-Chairman and the Executive
Committee members of APRACA for the next Biennium
2017-2018. The EXCOM also discussed about the
APRACA Membership and conveyed its concerns on the
withdrawal of membership by some institutions and
advised the measures for more engagement. The venues
of 68th and 69th EXCOM meetings were also finalised in
the meeting which are Beijing/Shanghai and Mumbai/
New Delhi during May and December respectively.

Delegations of 20th APRACA General Assembly held in Kathmandu, Nepal
on 10 November 2016

heads and senior officers of APRACA member
institutions to this biennial APRACA event. He also
thanked Mr. Shiba Raj Shrestha, Deputy Governor, Nepal
Rastra Bank for kindly inviting APRACA members to
Kathmandu and participate in the 20th General
Assembly and its subsidiary events.

The General Assembly discussed on 12 Agenda items
which are of general interest of the member institutions.
The APRACA Secretariat provided the necessary
document to all member institutions well in advance for
smooth progress of the meeting. The APRACA
Secretariat put forward the work plan and budget for
the next biennium (2017-2018) which was discussed in
length and approved by the members present in the
meeting and it was resolved that APRACA will organize 2
EXCOM meetings in 2017 and EXCOM and 1 GA in 2018.
The GA also accepted the recommendation of EXCOM
regarding the new Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
EXCOM members of APRACA for the biennium 2017-
2018. The delegates of the GA also accepted the
selection of APRACA Secretary General and welcomed
the new management team.

The 20th APRACA General Assembly (GA) was convened
at the same venue where the 67th EXCOM meeting was
held on the same day afternoon session. The GA was
attended by a total of 92 delegates from 30 APRACA
member Institutions from 15 countries of the Asia-
Pacific region. Ms. S.K Sur Chowd hury, Chairman
APRACA presided over the meeting and welcomed the

Signing of MoU between APRACA Chairman and Chairman of NABARD to
continue NABARD as ACEs on Linkage Banking
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Activities of APRACA Secretariat

� Regional Policy forum on Emerging
opportunities and Challenges of
Financial Inclusion in Asia-Pacific Region

(From L to R) Mr. Shiba Raj Shrestha (Deputy Governor NRB and APRACA
Chairman), Dr. Harsh Bhanwala (Chairman, NABARD), Dr. Chiranjibi Nepal

(Governor, NRB), Mr. S.K. Sur Chowdhury (Deputy Governor, Bangladesh Bank)
and Mr. Upendra Kr Poudel (Executive Director, NRB) during the inauguration

of Policy forum held in Kathmandu, Nepal

Dr. Chiranjibi Nepal, Governor of Nepal Rastra Bank and Mr. S.K. Sur Chowdhury,
Deputy Governor, Bangladesh Bank speaking during the Policy forum

on Financial Inclusion

have access to a bank account or formal financial
services. He also mentioned that the National
governments, international agencies, academics and the
private sector have all brought financial inclusion to the
top of the agenda and the mission need more support
to be a successful programme.

The speakers in the forum are global and regional
leaders in rural financial eco-systems and represented
organizations like IFAD, AFI, UNCDF, Bangladesh Bank,
NABARD etc. The speakers agreed that financial
inclusion is equally important as social inclusion for
growth and development of any country and it need
impetus from all stakeholders. The speakers also
emphasized that financial inclusion is an enabler
and contributes to development goals of poverty
reduction, economic growth and jobs, greater food
security and agricultural production, women’s economic
empowerment, and health protection, inter alia as
stated in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of
the United Nations. The other compelling aspects of
inclusive finance is that by simply ensuring that people
and businesses have access to appropriate financial
products and services, they can use these financial tools
to manage consumption, savings and investment, and
thereby contribute to achieving a range of broader
development goals.

The regional policy forum on ‘Emerging opportunities
and Challenges of Financial Inclusion in Asia-Pacific
Region’ was organized jointly by APRACA and Nepal
Rastra Bank (NRB) on 9 November 2016 in Kathmandu,
Nepal. The policy forum was organized in conjunction
with the 7th EXCOM and 20th GA of APRACA. The
objectives of the policy forum is to provide an
environment that better enables access to financial
services in countries where rising population and
income inequality are still concerns. The forum also
focussed on the inclusive financial ecosystem through
the innovative financial products and services to
improve access to finance and income generation at
the grass root level. The policy forum was attended by
120 delegates from 16 countries from the region and
represented by the central banks, commercial banks,
microfinance institutions, bilateral and multi-lateral
donor agencies and global thought leaders.

During the keynote address, Dr. Chiranjibi Nepal,
Governor of Nepal Rastra Bank flagged that the financial
inclusion emerged as a key global priority and most of
the countries in the Asia-Pacific region are suffering due
to the high level of financial exclusion. He revealed
although some degree of success was achieved by
financial institutions in rendering services to millions of
excluded people throughout Asia-Pacific, the region is
still home to an estimated 1.2 billion people who do not
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� Visit of Chief Executive Officer of Bhutan
Development Bank Ltd. to APRACA and
BAAC, Bangkok

Mr. Phub Dorji, Chief Executive Officer of Bhutan
Development Bank Ltd. along with the Deputy CEO
and one senior official of the bank visited APRACA
Secretariat to discuss the areas of collaboration with
the member institutions. The 3-member delegation
then visited Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural
Cooperatives (BAAC) head office and discussed with the
senior management to explore the cooperation
between the two banks with the same mandates from
their respective government. The Bhutan delegation
completed their visit with extremely happy note and the
timeframe for the future cooperation was finalized. The
BDBL also requested the APRACA management to think
about their inclusion in the EXCOM of APRACA so that
they could contribute to the growth and development
of rural and agricultural finance in the region. Mr. Phub Dorji, CEO of Bhutan Development Bank Ltd. discussing at the Head

of BAAC with the Senior Executive Vice Presidents of the Bank

Dr. Prasun Kumar Das, APRACA Secretary General offering a small token
to the CEO of BDBL

The CEO, BDBL receiving the important publication from the
Mr. Apirom Sukprasert, Senior Executive Vice President of BAAC

� APRACA Co-hosted 5th World Congress on Agricultural and Rural Finance

Chairmen and Secretary Generals of the Rural and Agricultural Credit Association (RACAs)
from all the continents attending the 5th World congress on Rural and Agricultural Finance held

in Dakar, Senegal during 24-25 November 2016

The Rural and Agricultural Credit Associations
(RACAs) led by AFRACA (African Rural and
Agricultural Credit Association) and supported
by the four other RACAs (CICA, APRACA,
NENARACA, ALIDE) organized the 5th World
Congress on Agricultural and Rural Finance in
Dakar, Senegal on 24 and 25 November 2016 in
close cooperation with the Caisse Nationale de
Crédit Agricole du Sénégal (CNCAS) under the
Honorary Presidency of His Excellency Mr. Macky
Sall, President of the Republic of Senegal. It also
received support from various partners including
the Food and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), the International Fund for
Agricultural Development (IFAD), and the African
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In the panel III, participants discussed “Agricultural Innovations
and Technologies in Agriculture and Rural Finance” stressing
the role of new techniques and technological innovations
with an emphasis on those whose effectiveness have been
demonstrated, such as mobile money services for small-scale
farmers. The panel IV on “The Future of Farmers, Producers and
Organizations (FPO)? Challenges, Opportunities and Strategies”
discussed various models of integrating family agriculture in
supply chains. Lastly, the panel V on “Risk Management in
Agricultural Financing: best practices and challenges” examined
systems for mitigating agriculture risks such as insurance
schemes, farm scoring, and public guarantees.

Development Bank (AfDB), and brought together over 250
participants from within the continent and abroad.

In the context of rapid demographic growth and climate
change, and in order to key-in to attaining the objectives of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), it is essential to
improve rural and agricultural finance to boost agricultural
production and meet a growing consumption demand. The
theme of this edition of the conference was “The contribution
of agricultural and agri-food industries to sustainable
development. What role should agricultural and rural finance
play?” The theme was broken do wn into five panels of
90 minutes spreading over 2 days. Each panel was chaired and
coordinated by one moderator chosen from the global
leaders.

Mr. Nipath Kausakul, Senior Executive Vice President BAAC offering a small token
to Mr. Malick Ndiaye,  Director General of  Caisse Nationale du Crédit Agricoles du

Sénégal (CNCAS) during  the 5th World Congress

The panel 1 on ‘Current and future challenges faced by the
agricultural industry in Senegal’ introduced the agricultural
sector in Senegal, in particular its ambitions as part of the
Emerging Senegal Plan and the milestones reached, as well as
constraints and challenges to be met in the future. Panel 2
on ‘Demographics, agriculture and the agricultural industry
in Africa’ provided a general overview of Africa, analysed
the major economic and social aggregates relating to
demographics, the economy, agriculture and the agricultural
industry and discussed on the outlook for 2030.

Secretary Generals of ALIDE and APRACA and Chairman of AFRACA during
a deliberations of 5th World Congress (sitting from L to R)

Dr. Prasun Kumar Das, APRACA Secretary General discussing some points
with the counterparts from AFRACA and NENARACA

during the World Congress

The Congress brought together various stakeholders from
around the globe to share experiences on emerging and cross
cutting issues in the industry, as well as to showcase best
practices and innovations in the rural and agricultural finance
space worldwide. Agricultural and rural finance institutions
are key stakeholders in addressing these challenges as they
provide rural people and agricultural communities with
financial services. The Congress additionally promoted
international and inter-regional cooperation to revolutionize
finance for the agricultural value chains.
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Activities of IFAD Grant Project “RuFBeP”

� Agricultural Value Chain Finance Training

APRACA with the Huainan Rural Commercial Bank (HRCB).
It was also to provide capacity building for students and
professors of the Nanjing Agricultural University and the
development organizations working on facilitating linkages
of the value chain actors with the financial systems in
China. After an introduction to rural and agricultural finance
in general, the training was focused on providing the
participants with a general understanding of agricultural
value chain finance (AgVCF). Given the newness of the topic, it
was also important to impart an understanding of agricultural
value chains, their assessment and dynamics, as well as their
growing important in commercial agriculture.

The training was organized according to 10 thematic
modules. These follow from more general themes and then
more technical discussions of financial instruments. Given
the short time frame of only three days of training and the
introductory level of a majority of the trainee participants, the
training did not try to convey the information from all of the
modules and topics. Instead, the training concentrated on
building a basic foundation for understanding the approach,
the key principles, business models and selected financing
instruments used in AgVCF.

� Visit to the Nanjing Agricultural
University

A visit was made to Nanjing Agricultural University to meet
with University officials and professors working with rural
finance and risk management as well as to deliver a lecture on
AgVCF. The lecture focused on the importance of the AgVCF
and presented an overview of the training programme to help
them in understanding how this course could fit in to their
mainstream course curriculum.

Following the lecture, a meeting was held with the leading
professors in finance to discuss how the university could
implement the agricultural value chain finance course within
their Master’s program curriculum. Earlier the University had
expressed interest in doing this as well as their interest in
being the lead university and knowledge centre for rural and
agricultural finance in China. The result of the discussions was
an agreement to move forward to develop a basic AgVCF
course in English adapted from the FAO materials used in the
training as well as to begin to explore the concept of a small
learning resource centre for rural and agricultural finance. For
the training, the University and APRACA will request
permission from FAO for using and adapting the training and
to be able to translate the book “Agricultural Value Chain
Finance: Tools and Lessons.” APRACA will provide guidance
and as possible support such as Training of Trainers on the
subject.

As per the agreement on pilot testing of rural finance best
practices (RuFBeP Project) signed with Huainan Rural
Commercial Bank, APRACA in collaboration with IFAD China
and HRCB conducted a 3-day intensive trainer’s training
programme during 1-3 November 2016 at the Huainan
Prefecture. The programme covered the AgVCF approaches,
business models, financial tools that may be used in AgVCF,
and lessons using case studies all over the globe for
enhancing the learning process. The training covered the
value chains, AgVCF approaches, business models, financial
tools that may be used in AgVCF, and lessons using case
studies from numerous countries as well as China. The training
was structured to be delivered in 3 days using PowerPoint
(PPT ) presentations, cases studies/exercises, and group
discussions to ensure full participation of the trainees.
Reading materials are also provided for each module.
Additional reading and reference material, including
electronic version of the training tool kit.

The training programme was targeted primarily for the
banking officials working in and/or expected to be involved in
the Rural Finance Best Practices (RuFBeP) project of IFAD/

Participants of the Agricultural Value Chain Finance Training programme
held in Huainan Prefecture of China in collaboration with IFAD

and Huainan Rural Commercial Bank

Dr. Prasun Kumar Das, Secretary General, APRACA is delivering training
to the participants in China
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The meeting also included a discussion of the research
programme of the RuFBeP project. The university is interested
and several professors have expressed interest in being
involved. The project manager will send them the needed
information and guide them in the process.

� CFPA Microfinance Institution

In Beijing, a meeting was arranged with the leader of the MFI
along with Dr. Enjiang Cheng. The MFI is the largest in China
with over 380,000 clients and is interested in developing an
agricultural finance program. Many of its 200 branches are
rural but currently they are doing very little in agriculture.
While there is interest in training for staff on agricultural and
rural finance in general, the leader was particularly interested
in market-linked value chain finance since he feels it fits well
with the context of many smallholders who could be
organized and linked with larger agribusinesses to be
competitive. In particular, he is interested in developing or
strengthening farmer cooperatives as a way of aggregating
them and would like support and training to key staff on
doing this as well as how the MFI could best finance them.

The MFI also has a training resource centre and is interested in
developing it into a ‘centre of excellence’ that can be used by
not only their staff but anyone in China. They have a new
partnership with Alibaba, who is an investor in the
organization, and it includes and electronic platform for

several of their financial products and activities. This capacity,
together with their existing training resource centre, would
facilitate implementation of adding rural and agricultural
finance. It is envisioned that a smaller, Chinese version of the
Rural Finance and Investment Learning Centre, that IFAD, FAO
and others support, could be developed. This will be explored
and supported by APRACA with additional support from the
consultant.

Mr. Calvin Miller and Dr. Prasun Kumar Das presenting the certificate
of participation to a PhD Candidate at the Nanjing University, China

Knowledge Series 4:

� Glossary of the Terminologies being
used in Agricultural Value Chain
Finance:*

Collateral – Assets pledged by a borrower to secure a loan or other
credit, and subject to seizure in the event of default (www.invest
orwords.com). Also defined as a security given by a borrower to
a lender as a pledge for the repayment of a loan. Securities comprise
financial securities (funded securities), accounts receivable, material
assets or mortgages on real estates. They are generally estimated at
the moment of the loan at their market value or at a forced sale
value. (www.aecm.be)

Collatera l management (CM) – Collateral managers provide the
safeguarding and administration of a commodity or other physical
assets pledged as collateral on behalf of the recipient of the collateral
for securing a loan. A collateral management agreement is formed
between the financing party, the borrowing party or the owner of
the commodities and collateral manager. (Miller and Das 2011)

Collateralization – The act where a borrower pledges an asset as
recourse to the lender in the event that the borrower defaults on the
initial loan. (www.investopedia.com)

Collection accounts – The collection account is an active debt, such
as a loan, that it was purchased from or transferred from the original
lender to a loan collector or specialized agency. (www.experian.com)

Contract farming – A form of arrangement in which buyers of
agricultural products, usually large food processing companies or
traders, provide inputs to farmers and agree under contract to take
a specific quantity of product at harvest time, at a specified price.
(M. Winn and Miller)

Enabling environment – The sets of policies, institutions, support
services and other conditions that collectively improve or create
a general business setting where enterprises and business activities
can start, develop and thrive. (FAO, 2013, enabling environments for
agribusiness and agro-industries development)

Export finance – Funds disbursed to an exporter against assigned
offtake (purchase) contracts of commodities, i.e. loans to facilitate
sales to a foreign country such as a commercial letter of credit.
(FAO Bulletin, 1992)

Export receiva bles financing – Funds disbursed to an exporter
against assigned off-take contracts of commodities. (Rural Finance
Innovation, The World Bank Report, 2005)

Factoring – Factoring is a financial transaction whereby a business
sells its accounts receivable or contracts of sales of goods at
a discount to a specialized agency, called a factor, who pays the
business minus a factor discount and collects the receivables when
due. (FAO Bulletin, 1992; Oxford Dictionary of Finance and Banking)

Forfaiting – A type of financing in which a specialized forfaitor
agency (usually a bank or a finance company) purchases an
exporter’s receivables of freely-negotiable instruments (such as
unconditionally-guaranteed letters of credit and “to order” bills of
exchange) at a discount, and takes on all the risks involved with the
receivables. (FAO Bulletin)* Contributed by Dr. Prasun Kurmar Das.
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Forward contracting – An agreement entered between two parties
to buy or sell an asset at a future date for an agreed price. It is a cash
market transaction in which a seller agrees to deliver a specific cash
commodity to a buyer at some point in the future. (www.investor
words.com)

Futures – An agreement between two parties to buy or sell
a specified quantity and quality of asset at a certain time in future at
a certain price agreed at the time of sale. Futures are forward
contracts that are standardized to be traded in futures exchanges.
(www.investorwords.com)

Financial lease is a lease-purchase contract which effectively allows
a lessee to finance the purchase of an asset and use (lease) it in the
meantime even though the ownership of the asset is transferred to
the lessee at the end of the lease term when agreed payments have
been made. (Miller and Jones, 2010)

Loan guarantee – A loan insured by the government or an insurance
or guarantee fund but processed through a financial intermediary,
usually at lower-than-market interest rates. Other guarantees may
involve collateral or co-signers. (FAO Bulletin, 1992)

Pre-export financing – Funds advanced by a lending institution such
as an export-import bank or trade development bank against
confirmed orders from qualified foreign buyers to enable the
exporter to make and supply ordered goods. In general, the exporter
arranges a commitment from the buyer to make the payment
directly to the lender. Upon receipt of payment, the lender deducts
the loan amount plus interest and other charges, and forwards the
balance to the exporter. (www.businessdictionary.com)

Receiva bles-backed finance – Finance that relies on contractual
obligations in the value chain, using a purchaser’s legal
commitments to pay for goods or services to be received under
contract as a substitute for a credit assessment of the borrower. This
is valuable in situations where banks cannot accept the underlying
creditworthiness of a potential borrower. (Winn and Miller, FAO, “The
use of Structured Finance instruments in agriculture in Eastern
Europe and Central Asia”, 2009)

Repurchase agreements (or Repos) – An agreement between two
parties whereby one party sells the other a security at a specified
price with a commitment to buy the security back at a later date for
another specified price. (www.riskglossary. com)

Reserve accounts – A separate amount of cash or letter of credit to
service a future payment requirement such as debt service or
maintenance. (www://financial-dictionary.thefree dictionary.com)

Securitization – The process of creating a tradable financial
instrument (a security) from a non-tradable financial asset, such as
a bank loan (Oxford Dictionary). Securitization can be classified as an
alternative to traditional sources of funds such as debt and equity
offerings. (Hull, 1989)

Special-purpose vehicle – A firm or legal entity such as a trust that
may be established to perform some narrowly defined or temporary
purpose such that the sponsoring firm will not have to carry any of
the associated assets or liabilities on its own balance sheet. (Miller
and Das 2011)

Structured finance – flexible, tailor-made financial product design
used whenever the requirements of the originator or owner of an
asset cannot be met by a standard financing product or instrument.
It is often built around cash flow projections and arrangements to
reduce risk. (Miller and Das 2011)

Pre-finance or supplier finance – A form of credit in which
a manufacturer or supplier allows a dealer several weeks or months
to pay for goods received. The dealers in turn may provide similar
credit to sub-dealers who extend credit to retailers. The final
consumers of the goods used for production or consumption may
then be able to purchase them on credit to be paid later in single or

multiple payments. Payments are often made at harvest or time of
sale of produce through discounting done by the buyer on behalf of
the creditor. (FAO Bulletin, 1992)

Value chain – The set of actors (private, public, and including service
providers) and the sequence of value-adding activities involved in
bringing a product from production to the final consumer. In
agriculture, they can be thought of as a “farm to fork” set of processes
and flows. (Miller and da Silva, Value chain financing in agriculture,
Enterprise Development and Microfinance, Vol. 13, Nos. 2 and 3,
June/September 2007, Practical Action Publishing, Rugby.)

Va lue chain ana lysis – Assessment of the actors and factors
influencing the performance of an industry, and relationships among
participants to identify the driving constraints to increased efficiency,
productivity and competitiveness of an industry, and how these
constraints can be overcome. (Miller and Jones, 2010)

Value chain finance – Any or all of the financial services, products
and support services flowing to and/or through a value chain to
address the needs and constraints of those involved in that chain, be
it a need for finance, a need to secure sales, procure products, reduce
risk and/or improve efficiency within the chain (Miller and Jones,
2010)

Warehouse receipts (also known as inventory credit and warrant
credit) – A secure system whereby stored agricultural commodities
can serve as collateral, be sold, traded or used for delivery against
financial instruments including futures contracts. These receipts are
documents that state the ownership of a quantity of products with
specific characteristics and stored in a specific warehouse.
(FAO. Inventory credit: an approach to developing agricultural
markets, 1995)


